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Dear Fellow Owls

     THE 1341st MEETING OF THE OWL CLUB, PRECEDED BY DINNER, WILL 
BE HELD ON TUESDAY 16th AUGUST 2022, 6:00 PM FOR 7:00 PM START, IN 
THE GRILL ROOM, KELVIN GROVE CLUB.

     Chairman: President Owl Mike Bruton

     Toastmaster: Owl Richard Rosenthal
          Toast to our Founders, Arnold Matthews and other benefactors.
     Guest speaker: Leonard Suransky
          Putin’s wager to overturn the post-Cold War international order
               With an international academic career behind him, and as the designer of the
     Conflict Simulation Games for teaching and research, Leonard Suransky will
     discuss the war in Ukraine, Putin’s rise to power, and his aggrieved perception of
     US/Nato/Western agenda to undermine the restoration of Russia as a major power,
     and will discuss Putin (the man) as an archetypal authoritarian strongman.

     Music: Matthew Reid and the ‘Playing with Fire’ ensemble
          La musique magnifique de Paris
               This is the group that (last year) entertained The Owl Club with a foot stamping
     display of Klezmer music.  The programme for the evening is expected to be very
     different, having a strong Parisian flavour, transporting Owls to the banks of the
     River Seine and the streets of Montmartre.  Matthew will play his clarinet,
     accompanied by a violinist, double bass and accordion.

     WPB: Owl Frank Raimondo
          Challenges of managing a coastal private Nature and Marine Reserve
          in the new South Africa
               As a man steeped in a passion for nature conservation, Owl Frank is a director
     of the Peace Parks Foundation, a trustee of WWF (World Wide Fund for Nature),
     a patron of Whale Coast Conservation and a patron of the Wilderness Leadership
     School (to name but a few of his conservation associations).  So who better to talk
     to The Owl Club on the trials and tribulations facing nature conservation in South
     Africa during these economically turbulent times?

     Dinner price: R290 for Owls and guests alike.

     Dress: Black tie (or similarly elegant attire).

RESERVATIONS & PAYMENTS:
     Any Owl who does not have internet access is welcome to telephone the Secretary 
Bird at 082 440 8204 or 021 671 3121 to book a perch.
     All other Owls are encouraged to use the Pay’n’Perch procedure by paying their 
dining fee into the Club’s bank account by EFT and instructing the bank (using the 
option provided) to send a remittance confirmation email to secretary@owls.capetown
whereupon their perches will be booked.
     No further emails will be needed from you unless you have special dietary needss-
ing a dining credit.
     In all cases, bookings will close at 6:00 pm on Saturday 13th August 2022.
     All bookings will be acknowledged.

“Russia is a riddle wrapped in a
mystery inside an enigma”

Winston Churchill



      

Hermanus Camp’.  Besides Nigel advising
that regular attendance at the AHCs had
played an important part in the development
of his life skills, it was interesting to note 
how many other Owls (and other persons 
of note) had also benefited from the Annual 
Hermanus Camp experience.

     To conclude the evening, the President
then invited all present to charge their glasses
and to rise as he proposed the Toast to The
   Owl Club and, at 10:32, subsequently 
      wished all Owls, and their guests
                   a safe flight home.

inviting him to take heed that he dwell in 
harmony with the parliament and that he 
be ready, at all times, to bear his part in the 
Club’s assemblies
     The President, requesting that guests
remained seated (as the lights were dimmed),
then proposed the traditional (hauntingly 
hooted) Toast To Our Guests, following 
which he introduced the guest speaker for 
the evening.
     John Maytham, the well-known and 
well-loved Cape Talk Radio personality
then took to the podium with his talk
(titillatingly entitled ‘Of naked women 
and the need for hope’) and one can but
wonder if the grand attendance numbers had
anything to do with the expectation that 
Maytham might have staged an exhibition/
display to support his presentation?
     As to be expected from such a polished 
presenter, John Maytham’s entertaining 
talk, well-laced with both humour and a 
wonderfully positive attitude, was highly 
appreciated by his audience and he received 
a standing ovation. Further details of John 
Maytham’s presentation are included in this 
publication.
     The musical entertainment was presented
(in two separate sessions) by one of Cape 
Town’s most accomplished composers and
a guitarist of note, Alexandros Vavatzanidis
(whose musical recital is covered in more 
detail later in this publication).
     Following the first half of the musical 
programme, a 20-minute bar interval was 
called, made all the more bearable by the
welcome celebratory Port sponsored by 
the two birthday-boys (Owl David Hilton-
Barber and Owl John van der Linde).
     The next half of the musical programme 
by Alexandros Vavatzanidis earned him 
(also) a standing ovation.
     Owl Nigel Gwynne-Evans was then 
invited to fill the Waste-Paper Basket which 
he did with his recollections of ‘The Annual

     A total of 71 Owls and 19 guests met 
for the 1340th meeting of the Owl Club, 
held in The Grill Room at Kelvin Grove 
Club, Newlands on Tuesday 19th July 
2022.
     The gathering was called to order at 
19:00 sharp, with President Owl Mike
Bruton welcoming all and inviting Owl 
John Freeth to deliver the Grace.
     The dinner started with a tasty tomato 
and bell-pepper soup drizzled with basil
oil. This was followed by a delicious 
roasted Chicken Supreme served on a bed 
of vegetable Breyani rice, coriander dahl 
and tomato/cucumber sambal. The dessert 
was a chocolate tart served with whipped 
cream. The meal was accompanied by fine 
red and white wines from the Hawksmoor 
(at Matjieskuil) estate and the meal ended 
with a welcome cup of filter coffee.
     The President then asked Owls and 
guests alike to charge their glasses and to 
rise for the Toast To South Africa, which 
then led into a short break whilst the tables 
were cleared.
     The 1340th meeting of The Owl Club 
commenced with President Owl Mike Bruton
congratulating those Owls who were celebrating
birthdays on the evening, viz: Owl Herman
de Groot (90), Owl Peter Baker (88), Owl 
David Hilton-Barber (88) and Owl Kevin 
Rourke (55).  No fewer than 24 Owls have
birthdays in July, including those with 
birthdays of note being: Owl John van 
der Linde (85), Owl Bob Blyth (85), Owl 
Christopher Ussher (85), Owl Tony
Boniface, Owl John Green, Owl Peter 
Hyslop and Owl Kate McCallum.
     A new Owl was then inducted into the 
fellowship, with the President formally 
welcoming Owl Gabriel Clark-Brown and

 

Grace
Gracious God

Thank you for the stimulation
and fellowship of Owls.

May we honour one another this
evening, and recognise Your hand

in the opportunities and
privileges we enjoy.

Thank you for this meal.
May we also be mindful and active
in relation to the needs of others,

whether physical, emotional,
mental or financial; of those
less fortunate than ourselves.
We ask this, conscious of our

common humanity and the life,
teaching and example of Jesus.

Amen
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The July 2022 meeting

The parliament in session - 19th July 2022

John Maytham and
President Owl Mike Bruton

Induction of Owl Gabriel Clark-Brown

The Annual Hermanus Camp



     The Owl Club members and guests (as 
expected) were most definitely not
disappointed with the eagerly awaited
presentation by well-known radio personality,
John Maytham.
     The first half of his talk was memoir, 
where he ran through his chequered 
employment history on the way from being

     Alexandros Vavatzanidis is a contemporary
composer, guitarist and guitar teacher who 
completed his BMus at UCT.
     Alexandros teaches guitar privately, and 
at schools around the Cape Town area. As 
a performer, he has been involved in many 
productions such as the Stellenbosch 
Woordfees, Baxter/Artscape Musicals, 
SACM Concerts, and other private/public 
Concerts.
     The first part of Vavatzanidis’ perfomance
concentrated on classical arrangements and 
included:
     Capricho Árabe (F. Tarrega)
     Capricho Árabe (Arabic Caprice) is 
an 1892 work for classical guitar by the 
Spanish composer Francisco Tárrega.  He 
dedicated Capricho Árabe to his friend, 
conductor Tomás Bretón. 1341 : Page 3 of 8

 
Guest speaker:  John Maytham

Of naked women and the need for hope

John Maytham

journalistic travels through Africa’s trouble
spots; individuals who, in the most trying 
and extreme and dehumanising of
circumstances, succeeded in keeping the 
flame of humanity flickering, and who 
refused to let go of the hope for a different 
and better future.
     The Owls present accorded him the rare 
honour of a standing ovation.               [JM

by Villa-Lobos in 1940.
     La Huida De Los Amantes Por El 
Valle De Los Ecos (L. Brouwer).
     El Decamerón Negro, a 1981 solo guitar
work by Leo Brouwer, is a suite based on 
a collection of African folk tales published 
by German anthropologist Leo Frobenius. 
Brouwer read the stories in his youth. It 
deals with a warrior who  is ostracized from 
his tribe because of his love of music. La 
Huida De Los Amantes Por El Valle De 
Los Ecos (The flight of the lovers) depicts 
a couple eloping on horseback and employs
echo effects in almost onomatopoeic fashion.     
     Cavatina (Stanley Myers).
     Cavatina is a 1970 classical guitar 
piece by British composer Stanley Myers 
written for the film The Walking Stick 
(1970) and popularised as the theme from 
The Deer Hunter some eight years later. 
The Italian musical term cavatina is frequently
applied to any simple, melodious air.
     Asturias / Leyenda (I. Albeniz)
     The piece was originally written for the
piano and set in the key of G minor. Though
the intention of the composer was to depict 
the stormy weather of Asturias through the
imitation of the Flamenco guitar (a southern
Spanish/Andalusian Instrument), the piece 
has gained popularity arranged on the 
modern-day guitar. It is based on a generic
Bulería rhythm for the first section, followed
by a sung form
known as a Copla.

“Hope is being able to see
that there is light

despite all of the darkness”
Desmond Tutu

 
Musical Notes:  Alexandros Vavatzanidis

Solo guitar recital

Alexandros Vavatzanidis

a ‘barefoot boy from the Eastern Cape’, to 
acquiring ‘a thin veneer of urban
sophistication’ and finally ending up as a 
founding member of Cape Talk radio in 
October 1997, where he still ‘talks rubbish 
for three hours a day’. 
     John Maytham then moved on to
‘impassioned disquisition’ - where he spoke 
of his conviction that one should try to live 
in hope rather than despair, despite
mounting evidence of things going badly 
wrong in many aspects of South African 
life. That pursuit of hope is partly based 
on an analysis of the strengths that South 
Africa still possesses - a free media, an 
independent judiciary using a progressive 
constitution to hold government and
business to account, and an active civil 
society. But a key element of his refusal to 
abandon hope, he movingly told the
assembled Owls, is the memories of the 
many individuals he encountered in his 

                             BWV 997 Suite
                        (J.S. Bach)
                             Praeludio / Sarabanda /
                        Gigue / Double.
                             Bach’s Suite in C minor,
                        BWV 997 was originally
                        written in two versions.
                        This arrangement combines
                        both the lute-harpsichord and
                        lute variants to fit the modern
                        day classical guitar.
                             The Double is considered
                        a textural variation of the
                        Gigue as the underlying
                        harmony is the same. 
     Recuerdos de la Alhambra (F. Tarrega)
     Recuerdos de la Alhambra
(Memories of the Alhambra) is a classical
guitar piece composed in Málaga by the
Spanish composer and guitarist Francisco 
Tárrega in 1899.
     It requires the tremolo  technique, which 
gives the illusion of a continuous drone 
occurring, sounding similar to a bowed or 
blown instrument. 
     The second half of Vavatzanidis’ recital 
concentrated on modern arrangements and 
included:
     Prelude No. 1 (Heitor Villa-Lobos)
     The piece, composed by celebrated Bra-
zilian composer Villa-Lobos, is subtitled 
Melodia lírica (Lyrical Melody), is in E 
minor, marked Andantino espressivo, and
is the first of the Five Preludes, written 



     Fellow Owls, it gives me great pleasure 
to fill this, my very first WPB, on the
Annual Hermanus Camp, an institution 
dating back some 114 years.  The Camp 
(as it is known) has had a profound impact 
on my life, as it has on countless others and 
(perhaps) on the lives of many of you here 
this evening.  I will attempt the challenging 
task of describing what Camp is about, its
history, its relevance and will even touch on
the connections to this venerable institution.

     My own involvement goes back to my 
childhood, when, as an 11 year-old, my 
uncle, erstwhile Owl Taffy Lloyd (whom 
a few of you might remember), in his 
inimitable style, woke-up my cousin and I 
early one morning and told us to pack some 
things, we were going to Camp!  We were 
then dropped off an hour or so later, at a 
melkbos-ringed slice of paradise at the end 
of Hermanus, nestled between the sea, the 
lagoon and the mountains for 14 wonderful, 
glorious, and at times bewildering, activity-
filled days that would change the course of 
my life.   
     So what is Camp all about…? 
     On the surface, a typical day involves 
early morning stretches, a run to the sea and 
a cold shower thereafter, breakfast, with 
some hearty singing, tent inspection and 
daily expeditions that could involve sailing, 
hiking, canoeing, beach-walking and
kloofing ... with some archery, piracy,
fishing or abseiling thrown in … Camp

cricket on returning after a long-day’s
expedition, a rowdy dinner; the daily Paddox
competition (a particular form of continuous\
cricket), cocoa and an evening devotional
and then … a deep sleep, unencumbered (it 
was always hoped) by one’s tent not being 
let-down by rowdy teenage campers.
     This description, however, fails to capture
the sheer joy and dynamism of living life 
to the full during an Hermanus summer, 
with all the action and interactions that 
occur throughout the day.  As a boy, one is 
exposed to the intense dynamics of tent life 
and competition in-and-between the tents 
and power relationships between the older 
boys, the tent leaders and subordinates. 

     A very rowdy dinner time is filled with 
songs such as ‘Tim O’Shaw’; ‘Riding 
down from Bangor’; ‘Ivar Skavinsky 
Skavar’; ‘Danny Boy’, the ‘Skye Boat 
song’ and many others.  Then, very
frequently, “Ever seen a so-and-so in 
the vlei” (as an unfortunate boy is singled 
out for an apparent misdemeanour, given 
10 seconds to run and then having 40 howl-
ing teenagers charging after him to, capture 
him and to unceremoniously fling him into
the lagoon, or as we call it, to ‘Vlei’ him!),
     A central part of the running of Camp is 
the morning parliament.  It is run formally, 
but with good humour, to deal with the 
expeditions of the day, to discuss issues 
relating to the previous day’s activities, to 
resolving issues with any of the boys or 
to discuss general camp matters.  With a 
number of parliamentarians and lawyers 
frequenting camp over the years, it has

evolved along formal lines, with a Hansard
being maintained as a minute of the proceedings
and is chaired by the Camp Commandant.  
Intense debates take place, often involving
the previous day’s sailing expedition with 
accusations of piracy or other general
misdemeanours filling the air.  
     Expeditions have become increasingly
bold and intense over the years.  Maanskynkop
or Rocklands is the biggest of the mountain
hikes.  Depending on the winds and tide, 
the ‘Stanford’ expedition, undertaken in 
old square-rigged, clinker-built whalers 
or more modern Saldanhas, can take the 
entire day, sometimes with weary oarsmen 
getting back late in the evening.  
                          The 75km Danger Point 
                   walk is best  undertaken 2 hours
                     before low tide, in the very early 
                     morning, with exhausted
                     Dangerpointers often returning
                       in the wee hours.  Taking it to 
                     the extremes, exceptionally
                     fit young men have, of late,
                     been doing the 3-in-one, the
                     4-in-one and, in very few
exceptional cases, the 5-in-one, where 
(within 24 hours) they climb Maanskynkop,
the highest mountain in the area, swim 
1-mile across the lagoon and then do the 75 
kms to Danger Point, return to camp and 
then (if they still have a few hours in hand 
and some functional limbs), climb one or 
even two additional peaks.  
     Camp takes place shortly after Christmas
day, for two full weeks, and is organised 
along relaxed Scouting lines with some 40 
boys (aged between 11-15) who form the 
‘Circle’, another 20 boys (aged between 
16-21) who form the ‘Backstreet’ and are
those who lead and direct many of the activities
in camp, and then the ‘Mainstreeters’, the 
core of old campers who return. year-after- 
year, to run and participate in the Camp.    
     We have the active involvement of some 
50-60 year old (and of other ages) adults 
who participate to a greater or lesser degree
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WPB:  Owl  Nigel Gwynne-Evans

Halcyon Days - The Annual Hermanus Camp

Owl Nigel Gwynne-Evans

AHC

AHC location - ’The Dimple’, Hermanus



Bot River and spend the night under the 
stars.  The following morning, the senior 
Campers would trek across the mountains 
through the Hemel-en-Aarde Valley, 
while the younger ones would remain, with 
the ox-wagons, on the dusty coast road to 
Hermanus.  Oh, how times have changed, 
and it seems incredible that this was not 
much more than half-a-century ago.

     Prominent camp names (many of whom 
are linked to the history of The Owl Club) 
include the following family names:
Simpson and Sampson, Penny, Honeyball,
DuToit, Hannay-Robertson, Chiappini, Green, 
Ratcliffe, van Hoogstraaten,  Heuton and 
the Bolus boys.  Significant characters over 
the years have included Brigadier Eustace 
Arderne, Ken Beard, Justice Sir Malcolm 
Searle, Brian Mansergh, ‘Doodles’ du Toit 
(my first Commandant and father to Mike), 
Keith Richardson, John Freeth, McGregor   

Woolf or ‘Woolfie’ (who passed away on an 
ambitious camp hike at 80-odd), Doc Rob 
Hawke and Murray Bridgman (the most 
recent Commandant).
     For those of you here tonight, who 
may have attended camp in your youth, 
you will be pleased to know that it is still 
going strong (with only a few changes to 
what you would have experienced).  If you 
have not had a chance, please have a look 
at the large wooden bound ‘Doomsday’ 
books that are a complete record of all 114 
Camps.   And if you have young grand-
children (or children) aged between 11 and 
15, do them a huge favour and send them 
to what will be ‘their Halcyon days’ in the 
outdoors of Hermanus.  And yes, there is 
now a Girls Camp, which is run by some of 
the camp families and (simultaneously and 

safely) a few kms away on the other side 
of the lagoon, but which connects with the 
boys during the day.  
     To end, a quote from Harry Lawrence 
(former member of parliament, departed 
Owl and father of Jeremy) that sums up 
spirit of camp: 
     “The memories of the lagoon are 
very pleasant, when one has been close 
to it in practically all its moods.  In the 
frail body of a Canadian birch-bark 
canoe I have seen it shimmering in the 
heat of the day and, as one of a very 
weary and sleepy thirteen who lost the 
channel in the dark, was compelled 
to spend the night in a small boat in 
cramped positions.  I have watched it 
take on the colours of dawn, heard the 
calls of birds awakening to life and 
seen the tall, dark mountains keep-
ing their silent watch.  One looks back 
upon these experiences with very happy 
recollections, for they have proved to 
be strong links binding together many 
strong friendships.”
     Thank you.                                     {NG-E

but are all equally passionate and committed
to the future of camp.
    Now … to part 2 … the origins of camp 
that, as previously mentioned, harks back 
to 1908 when the Reverend Ernest Lasbrey 
became the Rector of St John’s Parish, 
Wynberg, and founded the St John’s Boys 
Camp, which he organised along the lines 
of boys’ summer camps in which he had 
participated, in England.  During 1908, 
Geoffrey Noakes had obtained a copy of 
Baden-Powell’s ‘Scouting for Boys’ and
had set themselves up as the 1st Kenilworth
Scout Troop.   Lasbrey then took the
concept of his Camp and incorporated it 
into the Scouting calendar. 
     Following 10 years of camping at various
sites around the Cape, it finally moved to 
the current site, known as ‘The Dimple’, 
in 1919.  Despite the closing-in of suburbia, 
it is still an incredible site having direct ac-
cess to the  lagoon, sea and mountains. 
     In 1974, the ‘Camp’ split from the 1st 
Kenilworth Troop, to form a volunteer-
run Association, preferring to operate
independently from the Scouting Movement,
although still with connections to St. Johns. 
     Up until 1961, campers used to travel by 
train from Kenilworth Station to Bot River 
where the Troop would be met by an ox
wagon that would take all their equipment
along the untarred road to Hermanus.
     The Troop would outspan 12 kms from 
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Owl John Freeth
AHC Camp Commandant - 1968

The ‘Stanford’ expedition

The Annual Hermanus Camp (established 1908)



management!
   Members will note that Owl Glenn Babb 
also has something to say on this matter,

oOo.
     Napkins 
     An Alexander Pope  poem asks: “What
mighty contests rise from trivial things?”
    The quality of napkins has been a matter 
of concern to Owls and has featured at
Annual General Meetings (Owls, being 
long accustomed to fine dining and fine 
linen napkins).
     Kelvin Grove Club ceased to provide 
linen naplins some time ago, and we made 
it clear that the paper serviettes that we 
were given were not acceptable.
     Kelvin responded by providing a much 
better quality of paper-based napkin, but 
the Committee still persisted.  Kelvin 
sought sources of linen napkins and found 
suppliers who would provide them, but at
a very significant cost.
     This, the Fiscal Shrike deemed, was 
unacceptable as it would (of necessity) lead 
to an increase of R10 per head in the dinner 
fee. The Committee has thus decided to 
leave this matter be, at least for the present. 
O tempora o mores!

.oOo.
     The Owl Club dress code
     Owls are reminded that the Club, in 
general, believing that a dress code (while 
not unimportant) should permit some
flexibility, resolved that the dress code for 
meetings and dinners be: ‘Owls dress for 
dinner and the meetings that follow. The
Club does not prescribe, but many will 
wear black tie or equivalent and others 
should adopt elegant dark attire.” 

.oOo.
     Members publications
     Owl Philippe Salazar’s book; ‘Words 
are weapons:  Inside ISIS’s Rhetoric of 
Terror’ won, for him, UCT’s Book Prize 
for 2021 (the most important book by a 
member of the University). Originally 
published in French, the French edition 
won for him (in 2015) the Prix Bristol des 
Lumières.
   Owl Glenn Babb’s memoir:  ‘In one era 
and out of the other’, with a foreword
by Owl Denis Worrall, has been published 
by Owl David Hilton Barber’s Footprint 
Press.  It will not surprise Owls who know 
Owl Glenn that, as Owl Denis writes, “... 
he tells a very compelling story, in very 
direct and candid terms, in fact at times 
almost embarrassingly so” ,,, !!!
     It is what makes it such a good read, and 
an important account at the same time. It is 
nearly five hundred pages long, but difficult 
to put down.                                          [HA
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     Welcome to Owldom
     The Committee is pleased to report the 
election of Martin Hess (Science; sponsors 
Owls Ashmead and McClure). Among 
many other attributes, Owl Hess is a
motoring enthusiast and a member of the 
Crankhandle Club, another Cape Town 
institution (though some junior in age to 
The Owl Club).   
     We look forward to seeing Martin as a 
regular at our meetings.

.oOo.
     Keeping Owldom records up-to-date
     A repeat plea to Owls by the Secretary Bird.
     In this digital era a person’s home address
is often of less importance than it was 
when communication was by post. The 
Secretary Bird has noticed that the Club’s 
records suggest home addresses for several 
Owls that seem to be out of date. If you 
have moved in the past five or so years and 
may not have advised the Club of a change 
of address, please notify the Secretary.

.oOo.
     The new Owl Club lectern
     During the 2020 ‘hard lockdown’ for 
Covid19, when Kelvin Grove Club had to
be mothballed, the somewhat unsatisfactory
lectern we were wont to use disappeared.  
     There has been much discussion, several 
designs, committee debates on what kind of 
lectern we really need, and suggestions as 
to which suitably qualified Owl might
construct a lectern for us.
     The Owl President, who scours used 
goods dealers for museum pieces, came 
across what he thought would meet The 
Owl Club’s needs and, together with the 
Fiscal Shrike, they struck a bargain and 
procured the handsome lectern that was 
first used at the July meeting.
      All who used the Lectern were very
pleased with it. It had been discarded (at 
some time in the past) by the Indonesian 
Embassy and, therefore, still bears the 
emblem of that state!
     Another eccentric addition to The Owl 
Club’s possessions!

.oOo.
     Chicken
     Though adjudged by many to have been 
good chicken, chicken was again the centre 
piece of the meal at the dinner that preceded
the 1340th  meeting. This was for the nth 

time in the y dinners we have had since 
dinner meetings resumed, and though
n < y the value of n approaches the value 
of y.  (No prize for the first Owl who
determines the values of n and y for the 
period in question.)  Many Owls enjoy 
chicken, but some variation is appreciated, 
too, and this observation has been drawn to 
the attention of Kelvin Grove functions 

 
Members’ News Babb on Chicken

Let me get this off my chest
Kentucky Grove’s not at its best

When it offers chicken breast
Stuffed with dried-in-the-sun tomato

Enough for sure to make one arrabbiato,
Not once, but thrice in a row
Then, with a pause, a repeat

Of sawdust disguised as poultry meat
Covered in sauce so glaucous

It makes one raucous
And want to rampage

Un-Owl-like in one’s rage
One’d accept the bottomless pit

Of butternut soup and sit
Uncomplaining but stop the breast

Of pullet if you please at my behest.
(Owl Glenn Babb)

     Member’s exhibition
     Owl Peter Hyslop rceently organised 
and exhibited his work at an arts and 
crafts exhibition, held over the weekend of 
30th-31st July 2022, at St. Thomas’ Church, 
Rondebosch.

     Included in his exhibit was a portrait he 
painted of departed Owl, the late Reverend 
Terry Wilke, who was the Chaplain at
Diocesan College (Bishops) at the time of 
his untimely departure to a higher perch. 

The late Owl
Terry Wilke

Part of Peter Hyslop’s exhibition
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     The Owl Club founders chose wisely when they decided
to include Art as one of the five foundation stones for
membership of the Club.  Owl Tony Grogan’s regular
                                            caricatures are well known, but
                                            with a little bit of persuasion
                                            (and some arm twisting!), Owl
                                            Peter Hyslop has disclosed
                                            his undoubted talent and shown
                                            what the dinner-table menu/ 
                                            programme/music cards are
                                            really meant for ... an artist’s
                                            canvas in
                                            disguise!        
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Indeed there was a time
In eighteen-ninety-four

When gentlemen dressed for dinner,
It was almost considered law.

Black tails and a bow-tie
Were the minimum attire

For a gentleman of breeding
Who’s hopes were to aspire
To be invited into Owldom,
To perch amongst his peers.

And so what’s really changed in
One hundred and twenty-eight years?

It’s a very different world
In two-thousand-and-twenty-two
Where casual gear is all the rage
And formal dress virtually taboo.

But The Owl Club honours tradition
And so elegant attire

Is expected at their meetings
Even though one needs to hire.

Blue jeans and ‘tekkies’
Doth not an Owl make

So please observe the dress-code …
A request … for goodness sake!

And if ladies don’t wear bow-ties
It matters not a damn

For an elegantly dressed lady
Will always look ‘tres glam’!

       (Owl Ron Duff)

Duff on Dress Code

 
Grogan’s Gallery

Alexandros
Vavatzanidis

John
Maytham

Owl Nigel
Gwynne-Evans

Owl Kate McCallum
(celebrating a birthday month)

Owl Tony Grogan
(diligently applying his skills)

 
Seen & noted @ the July meeting 

Alexandros
Vavatzanidis

Owl Nigel
Gwynne-Evans
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 Seen & noted @ the July meeting (cntd.) 

Owl Mike Bruton Owl Tony Murray Owl Neil Veitch Owl Ian Glass

Alexandros VavatzanidisOwl Richard RosenthalJames HanleyJohn Maytham

Dallas Reed Owl Gavin Michelmore Owl Nigel Gwynne-Evans Owl John Green

The parliament of Owls in full session - Tuesday 19th July, 2022

Owls Gabriel Clark-Brown, Glenn Babb & Mike BroomOwl Geoffrey Ashmead Owl Mike James


